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ABSTRACT
The mass adoption of WiFi (IEEE 802.11) technology has increased numbers of devices simultaneously
attempting to use high-bandwidth applications such as video streaming in a finite portion of the frequency
spectrum. These increasing numbers can be seen in the deployment of highly-dense wireless environments
in which performance can be affected due to the intensification of challenges such as co-channel
interference (CCI). There are mechanisms in place to try to avoid sources of interference from non-WiFi
devices. Still, CCI caused by legitimate WiFi traffic can be equally or even more disruptive, and also
though some tools and protocols try to address CCI, these are no longer sufficient for this type of
environment. Therefore, this paper investigates the effect of transmit power and direction have on CCI in a
high-density environment consisting of multiple access points (APs) and multiple clients. We suggest
improvements on publicly- existing documented power control algorithms and techniques by proposing a
cooperative approach consisting of the incorporation of feedback from the receiver to the transmitter to
allow it to reduce power level where possible, which will minimize the range of CCI for near clients
without compromising coverage for the most distant ones.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The imposition of a short leash is no longer appealing in a world that is in constant motion, where
the intangible is a vital part of everyday life. This dynamic is seen in the way we are connected
and communicate with each other, which is shown in the constantly-growing use and dependency
on wireless communication. Therefore, there are high demands for data traffic and data rates,
which have led to the deployment of dense wireless networks and for which there is a wealth of
information available on implementation strategies as well as the numerous challenges
encountered [1] [2] [3]. IEEE 802.11 wireless devices operate in unlicensed bands of the Radio
Frequency (RF) spectrum, and these bands, which are divided into channels, vary based on
regional regulations. Because they are unlicensed bands, there can be significant interference
from non-WiFi devices such as microwave ovens, Bluetooth devices, and radar systems, all of
which also use these bands. A common technique is to avoid using channels that have excessive
interference, which can be done by manual channel selection or specialized hardware that can
both detect and identify the source and use an algorithm to choose a new channel with less
interference [4].
Furthermore, WiFi technology also suffers from interference due to legitimate WiFi traffic from
access points (APs) and end devices. This is because wireless is a shared media, and only one
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device can transmit on any given channel at any given time; otherwise, it will interfere with
another device within the range that is attempting to do the same [3] [4]. Interference of this type
is referred to as co-channel interference (CCI). CCI affects numerous wireless environments such
as colleges, homes, corporate buildings, and stadiums due to the fact that these environments
require high-density deployment that "causes overwhelming channel access contention at
overloaded cells due to the carrier sense multiple access collision avoidance (CSMA/CA)
protocol specified in the IEEE 802.11 standard for channel acquisition" [2]. This interference can
be reduced by site surveys, channel selection, and manipulation of transmit power, the last
solution being the focus of this paper [1] [3] [4] [5] [6].
The first step toward achieving a well-performing wireless LAN (WLAN), especially for highdensity environments, is performing pre and post-deployment site surveys and channel selection
[1] [3] [4]. There are two types of surveys that can be performed when designing and deploying a
wireless network. The initial site survey is performed before deployment, and it aids in
identifying the best design to address coverage and demand. In contrast, the post-deployment
survey uses statistics to validate and verify the already-deployed network [1] [2]. These site
surveys are accomplished through the use of different tools such as Ekahau, Acrylic WiFi, and
NetSpot products [7] [8] [9]. Large wireless designs require multiple APs that are arranged to
ensure adequate coverage with no dead zones by creating slightly overlapping coverage areas [2].
In these surveys, the physical layout and even the furniture of the building in which the wireless
network is going to be deployed are taken into consideration [2]. Using these tools, a plan can be
developed by walking throughout the floor plan to identify walls, obstacles, glass divisions, and
also recognize WiFi traffic, dead zones, and the best locations for APs[7] [8] [9]. Furthermore, if
these APs are too close to each other and on the same channel, they will cause CCI. Similar to
avoiding non-WiFi interference, wireless APs can have their channels selected manually or
dynamically by using algorithms that avoid configuring adjacent APs to use the same channel.
That solution is not always adequate since the regulating agencies are only able to provide a finite
number of channels to use [10], as illustrated in [11, Figure 1]. For example, as seen in [12,
Figure 2], for channels with a range of 22MHz in the 2.4GHz band, there is only sufficient space
for channels one, six, and eleven, so they must be reused while avoiding interference. To avoid
these interferences, protocols such as CSMA/CA and request to Send/Clear to Send (RTS/CTS)
help avoid frame collision [13] [14]. There are also documented solutions, such as "Look Who's
Talking (LWT), that allow for arbitrary schedules to be distributed to nodes in a WiFi network”
[13, p.1], as well as most modern solutions such as beamforming [15], and multiple-input
multiple-output technology [16], all of which are out of the scope of this paper.
In combination with proper channel selection, transmit power needs to be adjusted to minimize
the chance of interfering with nearby APs on the same channel but without creating a coverage
hole [17]. Increasing or decreasing transmit power will increase or reduce the range of each
access point. The needed to transmit power will depend on many conditions, including the
distance between APs, end-device antennas, and numerous other factors [17]. Instead of always
transmitting at the maximum allowable power levels, which will lead to huge amounts of CCI,
there is a power level that will provide the necessary coverage without unnecessarily interfering
with nearby APs [17]. This can be accomplished with extensive measurements and manual tuning
or with more effective methods that use algorithms and the signal levels from neighboring APs to
dynamically select the level [17] [18] [19]. Dynamic approaches allow scalability and support for
large environments with hundreds or thousands of APs, like college campuses and corporate
office buildings that would not be practical with manual power level tuning [18].
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Figure 1. 2.4 Ghz and 5GHz non-overlapping channels

Figure 2. 2.4 Ghz channel plan

2. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
All of these issues are compounded and require creative solutions to battle the CCI challenge due
to the mass popularity of wireless, which sometimes entirely replaces wired infrastructure [1].
For example, many modern laptops do not even include a wired ethernet port. Furthermore, the
high-volume and delay-intolerant use of streaming and real-time media like voice and video data
stresses even well-designed wireless infrastructure [20]. Therefore, yet if all proper planning has
been done, CCI can still arise from WiFi devices on other networks such as neighboring tenants
and mobile hotspots, as well as the dependency on RTS/CTS algorithms without cooperation
from separate networks [17]. Furthermore, power transmit is also key to tackling CCI, for
example, in cases where two APs are on the same channel, and the area they must cover overlaps.
They need to use their current power level to provide coverage at the outer edges [17].
This paper will focus on the single aspect of manipulating transmit power as a means to reduce
CCI interference. Proprietary methods have been developed by wireless manufacturers, including
Cisco's Transmit Power Control (TPC) algorithms and Aruba Adaptive Radio Management
(ARM), to gather received signal strength of nearby APs and use this to determine proper power
levels as illustrated in [18, Figure 3]. Other more recent solutions have been incorporated into the
IEEE 802.11n/ac/ax standards that take seemingly more efficient approaches such as
beamforming, as seen in [15, Figure 4] and the orthogonal frequency-division multiple access
(OFDMA) resource units illustrated in [15, Figure 5] even though they require additional
hardware and client feedback for the best results. By analyzing these solutions, this paper aims to
improve on these existing solutions to the CCI challenge and incorporate external feedback into
access point power control algorithms as a possible solution.
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Figure 3. Transmit power control (TPC)

3. RELATED WORK
To manage the problem of WiFi co-channel interference, different solutions have been proposed
regarding transmitting power control. Some of the solutions refer to new capabilities incorporated
into the latest IEEE standard 802.11ax, such as Beamforming and BSS coloring. There are also
proprietary solutions being offered, such as Cisco TPC and Aruba ARM, which are focused on
centralized dynamic transmit power control, taking neighbor APs into consideration. Finally,
there is a solution closely related to the proposed solution in this paper based on wireless link
occupancy [16].

Figure 4. Beamforming technology

Figure 5. Multi-user orthogonal frequency-division multiple access
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Beamforming is a relatively recent innovation that can reduce CCI. Incorporated into the latest
IEEE standard 802.11ax, this new capability uses multiple antennas along with receiver feedback
to shape the direction of the transmission to be strongest in the direction of the receiver [1]. This
allows APs to transmit to multiple devices at the same time as long as they are not aligned in the
same direction from the source, as illustrated in [15, Figure 4]. With this solution, CCI is reduced
because the signal is only sent where it is requested, which reduces contention in the areas that
are not being transmitted to, and by the nature of transmitting to multiple clients at once, which
reduces CCI by consuming less airtime [15]. However, this solution requires significant technical
requirements to determine the location of each device and leads to overhead from communicating
that location between each pair of sender/receiver.
Another thoroughly researched and new solution also based on 802.11ax is BSS coloring/spatial
reuse. This solution alters standard clear channel assessment (CCA) rules by using various
schemes to identify and ignore certain transmissions [22]. With BSS coloring, the CCA
thresholds are altered for transmissions on other networks to allow for improved performance on
overlapping networks, as illustrated in [23, Figure 6]. This allows for more simultaneous
transmissions and therefore reduces CCI.
There are also proprietary solutions based on centralized dynamic transmit power control, such as
Cisco TPC and Aruba ARM. Cisco TPC uses a centralized controller to dynamically set the
power levels on all of the APs based on a list of received signals from each AP [18]. The
calculations carried out to determine the transmit power are based on a user-defined threshold
and the third loudest AP in the neighbor list. Cisco TPC offers two different methods to set the
transmit power, which are TPCv1 and TPCv2. Cisco Networks published their TPC algorithms
for TPCv1, which is known as coverage- optimized mode and is their recommended setting.
Furthermore, TPCv1 is the mode that uses the third loudest neighbor, and it requires at least three
APs to be within the range of each other to do the calculations; otherwise, the transmit power will
stay at the maximum allowed power. In summary, the logic of these algorithms consists of
choosing a lower level if three loud APs are detected since that would mean that there is already
enough coverage; otherwise, a higher level is chosen; therefore, this set of algorithms "calculate
the ideal power, evaluate a change recommendation, and implement a recommended power
change" [18] as given in [24, Figure 7]. The dynamic calculations, along with the smoothing
algorithm, slowly adjust all of the neighboring APs to find the right balance. Cisco also has a
second mode, TPCv2, which is known as the interference-optimal mode and is recommended for
areas of high interference. Its algorithm does not use the third neighbor, but it instead uses the
neighbor list. Additionally, Aruba Networks, another wireless vendor, has similar but
unpublished dynamic transmit power algorithms called ARM .

Figure 6. BSS coloring / spatial reuse
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Figure 7. Cisco TPC

Finally, there is a paper called "Dynamic transmit-power control for WiFi access points based on
wireless link occupancy" that proposes a solution that combines per-user power levels and data
rate adjustments [16]. They also identify potential concerns related to a client's ability to
detect/recommend n discrete power levels, and accurate measurement of these signal levels is an
essential part of their proposed tuning algorithm [16]. Professional research that leveraged actual,
non-simulated hardware showed a significant opportunity for this approach.

4. PROPOSED SOLUTION
After reviewing some of the existing solutions for co-channel interference focused on transmit
power control, we determined that even enterprise-level products from the largest wireless
manufacturers do not offer an all-encompassing solution to the dynamic transmit power problem;
therefore, improvements are possible and needed in this area. Thereby, this paper proposes an
enhancement where the AP is informed of a client's signal strength and uses this information to
determine whether it can reduce power level. This will reduce the range of only those signals
without affecting farther clients that need the full signal strength. This proposal would decrease
the overall amount of time signals spend overlapped and would reduce CCI. Furthermore, this
approach avoids the complex calculations found in beamforming and some of the issues raised in
the "Dynamic transmit-power control for WiFi access points based on wireless link occupancy "
paper.
The Client-driven Neighbor-friendly Opportunistic Power Reduction (CNOPR) solution
proposed in this paper is based on the hypothesis that if there are slightly lower transmit levels
that can be used for near clients without compromising their performance, then the signal will be
weakened for distant clients sufficiently to become noise below CCA levels so that the far client
will not have to wait to transmit, leading to reduced CCI. The model to be tested will calculate
the radius for a given transmit power levels, and the difference in size for the radiuses where the
signal is too weak to be considered for CCA is the potential CCI benefit. Figure 8 shows one
scenario to which this solution would apply. Any environment that has overlapping networks on
the same channel might benefit from this approach, and our model will attempt to validate this by
determining the overlap of 'weak' signal areas. It is also important to note that this approach
mostly benefits the 'other network,' but the benefit could be reciprocal if that network, as well,
implements this solution.
To illustrate this solution and support the feasibility of the hypothesis, the overviews of transmit
power and mathematical background that will be used for relevant calculations need to be
presented. As noted previously, this solution to reduce CCI is based on transmit power, which not
6
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only determines the range of the signal but also plays a crucial role in lowering CCI as well as
providing coverage and performance. Another technical concept that must be considered is the
measurable energy lost by a radio wave as it creates distance between itself and its source [25].
Finally, we will also mention the signal-to-noise ratio, which shows what signals are usable by a
receiver. Therefore, transmit power, free space path loss, and signal-to-noise ratio will be briefly
introduced.

Figure 8. Sample model CNOPR

As might be expected, the stronger a signal is, the farther it will travel. The regulatory bodies that
oversee the use of radio frequencies determine not only which frequencies can be used for whom
and what, but also what are the maximum allowable energy levels. For WiFi, the maximum is
often a value of 200 milliwatts [26], but even though this seems to be a small number, this signal
level can be strong enough to overlap and interfere with nearby devices. Conversely, if a signal
does not have enough strength, it will not cover the required area and will lead to coverage holes
and reduced performance.
The next key concept involves the non-linear relationship between transmit power and distance,
which is determined by free-space path loss (FSPL). Free space path loss affects not only WiFi
but all radio transmissions. It refers to the quantity of power lost by a signal traveling away from
its transmitter [25]. There are two factors considered in the calculation of FSPL, which are radio
frequency (f) and distance from the source (d). For this specific formula, a constant of free space,
or open-air, is assumed. The value of the constant depends on the units of measurement used for
(f) and (d). For example, when (d) is measured in kilometers and (f) in gigahertz, the value of the
constant is 92.45, and when (d) is in kilometers and (f) is in megahertz, the value is 32.45, and
there are other values as seen in [27, Table 1]. There are also variations for other media, such as
traveling through water and different obstacles of varying densities such as walls and windows.
In summary, the loss is not linear, and it is greater when there are obstacles present. It is also
notable that higher frequencies suffer higher losses; therefore, a 2.4 gigahertz signal can travel
farther away than a five gigahertz signal. As illustrated in [25, Figure 9], the signal loses 6
decibels whenever its distance from the source is doubled.
FSPL(dB) = 20log(d) + 20log(f) + K (1)
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Values of constant K for different units of measurement for (f) and (d)
Table 1. Values of constant K

The final technical background that needs to be discussed is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which
determines the usable signal. The signal-to-noise ratio takes into account the signal level and the noise
floor [28]. The noise floor consists of very weak signals that the receiver cannot understand. It is
important to note that the noise floor is not the same for each system, and within a particular system, it
varies over time. However, the noise floor is usually around -90dBm. In general, an SNR of at least
20dB is desired. Using typical values of 20dB SNR and - 90dBm noise floor, the standard
recommendation of -70dBm is achieved, which is the minimum for basic services, as seen in [28,
Figure 10]. Stronger signals are required for loss-sensitive services such as voice and video
applications. Lower signals such as -80dBm will hardly be able to offer any services, as shown in [28,
Figure 11]. This concept plays an important role in the regulation of transmit power in order to reduce
the impact of CCI because clear channel assessment rules (CCA rules) do not apply to low-level
signals that fall under the noise floor. Thus, if the correct transmit power is applied, the intended
receiver will obtain a usable signal, but this signal will not be strong enough for other distant,
unrelated receivers to recognize it, thereby forcing them to wait before transmitting.
To model the proposed solution, a free Android application will be used to obtain sample signal
levels. Some samples have already been gathered from the food court and David and Lorraine Cheng
Library of William Paterson University, and the results showed that the CCI problem still exists
beyond mere theory, as illustrated in [Figure 12]. As the next step, an application written in Java will
be used to model signal strength versus distance using the FSPL equation and to calculate received
signal level for near and far devices at different power levels. For the feasibility of the proposal,
transmissions at a slightly reduced power for 'near' clients need to still be received strong, but when
they reach 'far' clients, they should now be below CCA level.

Figure 9. Free space path loss diagram
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Figure 10. Signal-to noise ratio

Figure 11. Signal-to noise ratio

As noted in the hypothesis of the CNOPR proposed solution of this paper, the reduction of CCI
will be based on the reduction of transmit power levels in a way that the performance of a near
client is not affected by this reduction and a distant client benefits from a signal below CCA
level. In order to accomplish this, the method will reduce transmitted power levels until the point
at which the signal is both CCA level for the distant client and strong for the near client. as seen
in the algorithm scheme below. Figure 13 shows CNOPR implementation scheme.
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Figure 12. Sample signals from Cheng Library

Simplified implementation logic
Client
For every sample interval (‘x’ seconds)
If received power level from AP is above the predetermined threshold (a very strong signal)
Set 'Reduced Power Acceptable' flag in transmissions back to AP
If the power level is not strong enough and performance is/would be impacted
Unset 'Reduced Power Acceptable' flag in transmissions back to AP
AP
Use existing mechanisms for channel selection, and 'normal' transmit power
Send all transmissions at the normal level EXCEPT when a connected client has set the 'Reduced
Power Acceptable' flag
While that flag is set, send transmissions to just that client at a slightly reduced power level.
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Note that the AP does not need to do any calculations and is dependent on a simple feedback flag
from the client. The actual power reduction is predetermined. In our simulation, the reduction of
1 or 2 levels (3 dBm each) produced the best results.

Figure 13. CNOPR implementation scheme

5. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The mathematical model is based on the previously-noted hypothesis. Assuming that there are
two clients between two APs, and one of them is near AP1 while the other is distant to one of the
APs, there are slightly lower transmit power levels that can be used for clients within a strong
signal level without compromising their performance; then the signal will be weakened for
distant clients sufficiently to become noise below CCA level so that the distant client will not
have to wait to transmit, leading to reduced CCI. Therefore, in order to obtain a mathematical
model that supports this hypothesis, different variables were identified, and several assumptions
were made regarding signal loss, channel, power levels, location, and clients.
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Assumptions:
1.

Access points: two APs are considered in the mathematical model. The first one (AP1) has a
near client (client1) connected to it, and the second AP (AP2) has a distant client (client2)
connected to it.

2.

Client1: there is a near client connected to AP1 in a near (strong) signal level range.

3.

Client2: there is a second client considered in the model, which is a client located in a
distant signal level range from AP1, and it is connected to AP2 at a minimum signal level
range This is the client that should experience a CCI reduction obtained through this
proposed solution.

4.

Signal loss: the mathematical model for this proposed solution is supported by the FSPL
formula, and as explained in point V, FSPL only accounts for signal loss through free space;
therefore, calculations will not handle signal loss from other sources such as walls.

5.

Channel: the two APs used for the calculations are on the same channel.

6.

Power level: the two APs are using the same power level.

7.

Location: to simplify the distance math in this model, it will be assumed that devices are all
in a straight line.

8.

Signal for client1: because the proposed solution hypothesizes that there is a lower transmit
power for near clients that will reduce CCI, the near client is connected to an AP within a
signal range generally accepted as strong (- 55dBm).

9.

Signal level for client2: it is assumed that the distant client is connected to a second AP
within a signal range generally accepted as a minimum ( -75dBm).

10. Power reduction: AP1 will reduce transmitted power for its near client (client1), which will
potentially reduce CCI for its distant client (client2).
Inputs:
1.

Frequency (f): in this model, both 2.4GHz and 5.0Ghz frequencies were considered.

2.

Signal levels: four generally-acceptable signal levels were considered as seen in [28, table
1], ranging from a strong signal strength at -55dBm to a CCA level at -82dBm. These
signals were used to calculate distances and to determine when the model is effective.

3.

Transmit power levels: eight different power levels were used for the calculation based on
the Cisco 3700 series AP Transmit power levels [29], which have a -3dBm difference
between levels.

4.

Signal level for a near client (client1): client1 is always at the strong signal level of AP1.

5.

Signal level for the distant client (client2): client2 is always at the minimum signal level of
AP2.

6.

Distance between AP1 and client1: client1 is always at the same 'strong' signal level range
of AP1; thus, client1's distance from AP1 remains fixed as well

Outputs or Dependent variables:
1.

Distance between APs (apart): this model calculates the distance between the two APs,
which is later increased in intervals to produce the results.

2.

Distance between AP1 and client2 (d2): this distance is calculated for each interval/distance
between APs.
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3.

Signal levels received for both clients: these signals are calculated for each n and n+1 power
level for each interval of the distance between APs. These received signal levels determine
when the model is effective.

Using the aforementioned assumptions and inputs, the solution was modeled in Java primarily
using the FSPL formula to determine the received signals for both clients at various distances and
power levels:
1.

Power loss and distances were calculated with the following formulas:

loss = 20 * log (distance) + 20 * log ( f ) - Constant distance = 10^ ( (loss - 20 * log (frequency )
- Constant ) / 20)
2.

3.

Original signals received, and post-power-reduction signals were calculated using the loss
formula and the power levels n and n+1(next reduced level) as follows:
client1rxOrig

= powerN - loss (using distance client1 and freq)

client1rxLower
client2rxOrig
client2rxLower

= powerLower - loss (using distance client1 and freq)
= powerN
- loss (using distance client2 and freq)
= powerLower - loss (using distance client2 and freq)

AP overlap:

Overlap = distance between AP1 and client2 / distance between AP1 and AP2
Overlap = d2 / apart

6. SIMULATION RESULTS
Based on thousands of iterations of the algorithm which determines the received power levels for
both clients using FSPL formulas at various distances and power levels, we were able to classify
the algorithm as effective or ineffective along with a reason and summary. The overlap statistic
used in the results (distance between AP1 and client2 / distance between AP1 and AP2 ) removes
the actual distance from the results and focuses on AP overlap; however, as expected, 2.4GHz
distances were greater than the corresponding 5GHz distances. The detailed simulation results are
given in Table 2.
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Table 2. Snippet of detailed simulation results

The aggregated data shown in Table 3. It can be seen that the model tracks the number of samples
and the minimum and maximum overlap observed for each result using a key of {frequency,
power level drop, and result}—this reduced tens of thousands of results into a very small number
of groups.

Table 3: Aggregated data from simulation results
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Based on the above summaries:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The model is ineffective when the APs are very close together. This is because the signal
cannot be reduced enough so that the other device will not continue to hear it above the
CCA level, and it is summarized as ineffective because it is still heard by client2. These
samples had an 'overlap range' starting at zero and going up to 44% or ~60% based on the
amount of power reduction.
The model is also ineffective or not applicable when the APs are very far apart because they
already were not causing CCI, and it is summarized as not applicable because it is already
below CCA. These samples had 'overlap ranges' above 69%.
The last category for ineffective is when the signal is reduced too much to the point that it is
now too weak for the near client, and even though it falls below CCA for the distant client,
the signal is so weak that it compromises performance for the near client.
The effective category, summarized as effective, represents a slight overlap, and it has an
'overlap range' of 44% to ~70%, which implies that the distant client heard the signal just
loudly enough to factor into CCA calculations, and the small reduction means it no longer
has to. Therefore, it reduces CCI.
The summarized data also showed that the highest overlap in the results was 77%. However,
this is due to the assumptions we made for client2's positioning, which are that client2 is
always between AP1 and AP2, and it is positioned at the edge of AP2’s minimum power
level range. If client 2 were on the far side of AP2, the overlap would be greater than 100%,
and as seen in the results, those would all be already below CCA.

Figure 14. Diagram for sample position and ranges

7. CONCLUSION
The simulation results confirmed that there are multiple combinations of AP and client locations
that will result in lowered CCI for clients on remote APs that are in the overlapping signal area.
In our model, we used relatively fixed positions in which the near client is always within AP1's
strong signal level at the initial power level, and the remote AP's client is positioned between the
two APs in a straight line. As seen in the results, the patterns clearly show that the most effective
area for this model to produce a reduction of CCI is when there is a medium overlap between two
APs. If the APs are too close, then the distant client will always hear the signal regardless of the
reduction. If the APs are too far apart, there is already no CCI. It also shows that sometimes even
greater gains can be obtained by reducing power by more than one power level; however, finding
the balance and a perfect number would be considered future work.
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A more complex model could more accurately predict the potential benefits by doing real math
for intersecting circles. Further modeling work could also involve simulating traffic and doing a
pre-and post-implementation baseline or allowing for more accurate loss calculations than pure
FPSL, as seen in various predictive site survey tools that account for loss due to walls and other
sources of attenuation. Another consideration would be measuring real-world layouts and seeing
how many systems would likely be in the overlap areas and would benefit from this solution. The
most extensive testing option would skip modeling and implement the logic in real systems and
use real traffic flows.
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